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PREFACE 
The purpose of this study was to identify the purpose 
and role of the language and operations of nsets" in the 
elementary arithmetic programo It was the sincere opinion 
of the author that there existed a felt need by both the 
student and the teacher in the current transition period of 
elementary mathematicso 
Special gratituq.e is expressed to Dro Wo Ware Marsden~ 
Dro Jo Pascal Twyman, Dro Oo Ho Hamilton~ Mrso Helen Mo Jones~ 
and Dro John Hoffman for their assistance and guidance as 
members of the advisory committeeo 
\ Sincere thanks is due the individuals who so graciously 
responded to requests for an evaluation of the studyo 
The author is grateful for the opportunity to partiei= 
pate in the. program of the National Science Foundationo 
Special thanks is due to Dro James Ho Zant and Dro Robert 
Co Fite for extending these opportunities and for their 
friendly interesto 
Finally, the author expresses his gratitude to his 
wifej Verdaj for her constructive criticisms and the many 
hours of typingo 
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CHAPTER I. 
THE PROBLEM 
The sheer bulk of mathematics available today is over= 
whelmingo The individual who chooses to make its study a 
career is finally faced with specialization in a particu= 
lar area~ or proficiency in some and only a passing acquaint= 
ance with otherso However~·the mathematician who chooses to 
look at similarities and con·l;;rasts within and among various 
topics often succeeds in identifying common structures and 
' 
propertieso In this way he succeeds :tn adding to his own 
understanding of other areas with a minimum of effort merely 
by drawing analogies to :previously mastered conceptso At 
times orie of the greatest difficulties has been the creation 
of a language that satisfactorily eY •. hi bi ts the ~3imilari ties 
and relationshipso Even at the grade school level~ fre= 
quently the child~ and sometimes the teacher views arithme= 
tic as a collectien of more or less disconnected topics 
each having its own little domain in "the. world of arith= 
metieo Occasionally there may be an intuitive awareness 
of eonnections ~ but the availa'ble language may be inadequate 
to convey these relationso 
To alleviate this difficulty~ an increasing number of 
contemporary mathematics programs for the elementary student 
are utilizing some of the language and operations taken 
l 
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from elementary set theory. 
Therefore, this investigation is to identify the nec-
essary language, operations, and applications of sets that 
may be utilized i~ teaching the concepts and manipulative 
skills of elementary school mathematics. It must serve both 
as an introduction and a resource for the teacher of arith-
metico 
Need for the Study 
Many recently written.texts allot an ample portion of 
material to the introduction of set terminology and opera-
tions and then fail to utilize this foundation in subse-. 
quent materialo It is difficult to defend this expenditure 
of time and effort on a topic which does not seem to be an 
integral part of the. course. 
What is and ultimately will be taught depends upon 
available texts, public pressures, recommendations of groups 
influential in education, and most important, the prepara-
tion and convictions of the teacher. 
Of the many texts and books available, the author is 
unaware of a:ny written primarily for the elementary teacher 
which exhibits the extensive utility of sets and presents 
their relative position in elementary arithmetic. A care-
ful reading of abstracts of theses from 1955 to 1962 has 
failed to reveal any study of a comparable natureo 
Although mg.Dy elementary teachers have participated in 
mathematics ~orkshops designed to help them understand and 
appreciate t4e shift in emphasis and language changes, 
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there are many who have noto Also, an initial introduction 
needs reinforcement and a ready reference source for reas-
suranceo 
The author has had the opportunity to direct many 
teacher study groups interested in the contemporary mathe-
matics programs at the elementary and junior high school 
levelso There are always frequent requests by the involved 
individuals for materials that they can study at their 
leisure that are particularly pertinent to their situation.so 
Additionally 9 many parents have expressed a desire for 
material that would enable them to see the utility of the 
ideas of. se.ts in the .. arithmet.ic programo 
Scope of the Study 
Since the study is directed to the elementary teacher, 
its reading and understanding should presuppose mathemati-
cal knowledge no greater than that expected of the element-
ary teacher with a traditional backgroundo Although the 
author feels that the development will increase the reader's 
understanding cllld appreciation of the structure, patterns, 
and interrelations of arithmetic, this is not the primary 
purposeo Also~ the reader is expected to draw upon his or 
her own knowledge to contrast the examples given with the 
methods of a traditionally orientated courseo Hence~ the 
scope of the study is limited to the preparation of an ample 
resource and·guide on the language'j operations 9 and applica-
tions of sets in elementary arithmetico An an.notated list 
of related books appropriate to the personal library o~ the 
teacher or that of the elementary school will be includedo 
Procedure 
The author proposes to study currently available mate-
rial, consult with interested professors, individualss and 
elementary teachers~ and apply the results of these activi-
ties to creating an informative guide on n sets 11 in the ele-
·mentary arithmetic program.o The study will not be a mere 
"collection" of rephrased opinions of others., but rather a 
coherent presentation expressly designed for the elementary 
teachero 
Personal knowledge and experience in working with the 
elementary teacher will be relied upon heavily~ but when 
especially pertinent., material from other available sources 
will be includedo 
The authorus committee is particularly well qualified 
for such a study since it consists of mathematicians and 
-experts in the field of curriculum and instructiono 
The completed material will be submitted to a jury for 
evaluation and critieismo Wherever there is sufficient in= 
dication that revision and corrections are necessary~ then 
these changes will appear in the final presentationo The 
jury will be composed of individuals who are authorities in 
the appropriate mathematical area and persons who are ac-
tively involved in the contemporary arithmetic programo 
Authors of ·current books on 11 sets 11 or arithmetic texts s 
professors responsible for teacher preparation and super-
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visors of elementary teachers of arithmetic will be considered 
as authorities o A chapter on the evaluation and its implica-
tions will be included as an integral part of the studyo 
Summary and Preview 
The author's proposal to identify, organize, and summa-
rize for the elementary teacher a reference booklet on sets 
is the result of a number of experiences in directing work-
shops on elementary mathematicso Most workshops are too 
brief to give the time and preparation necessary to this 
topic, and the lack of publications with proper orientation 
has presented problemso 
While many of the ideas have only minor effect on actual 
mathematical processes at this level, they influence greatly 
the methods of presentation and contribute extensively to 
the continuity of contento A cursory look at some texts may 
leave the uninitiated with the false impression that "sets ., 
are something thrown in to "modernize" or add novelty to an 
otherwise traditional courseo This is unfortunateo If the 
content is to be introduced at all, it should be to clarify 
concepts , unify and relate segmented topics , and simplify 
complex situations o 
The amount of language and operations involved should 
not appreciably increase nor decrease the bulk of material 
presented in a course since the limited number of terms in-
troduced, for the most part, have meanings in mathematics · 
not too far divorced from the meanings attached in everyday 
usageo 
CHAPTER II 
~·. 
LANGUAGE AND OPERATIONS OF SETS 
Communication is not always easyo An exposition must 
first of all be understandable; and 9 equally important 9 the 
material must be meaningfulo There must be an agreement be= 
tween author and reader upon the definitions of basic termso 
Definitions 
The reader should be aware ·that for reasons peculiar 
to a particular studyi one author may choose to modify a 
definitiono In general 9 however 9 modifications will be 
easily acceptable 9 and the reasons for the changes will be 
obvious o It should be pointed out that since ev,ery word 
cannot be defined without a circularity of definitions 9 
some authors choose to leave the word u set 11 as an undefined 
term~ For instance 9 suppose the dictionary is used to de,= 
fine 11 q:uanti ty o Ii One definition refers to 11 port.ion/u then 
the definition of rnportion 18 leads to "extent I) uu continuing I) 
n amount'u is found 9 and finally 9 °1quanti ty on This completes 
. '~ . 
a circuit of words o . If one had no previous un.derst,anding 
of at least one of these 9 he would be no better off than 
before o This is the basis for beginning with 1]undefined 01 
termso "Set'' in this writing will be a primitive termo It 
is easy 9 however\) to gain an intuitive concept of its mean= 
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. . . : . . . 
ing by thinki:ng of familiar synonyms~ : Some. appropriate ones 
·aref aggregate, assembly 9 and colle~tion~ · Collection of 
what.?i'. Surprisingly enough, the eoli~etion 'can be of any-
thing at all which can somehow be identifie.do It might be 
a covey, or set, of quailo It eould be a classj or set, of 
stu,dentso One might eon.sider a gang, or. set.'.! of boyso The 
interest could be in a set of points~ a:set of numbers, or 
a set of letterso 
Mathematicians are symbol-minded people~ One of the 
great strengths of 1'athematics lies in tb.:e preeiseness 9 
. . .· . . . .~:-· .. · 
cla;ity, and eoneiseness of its symbolic·,: ia.nguage o · One 
: .· .· . ', .... 
needs.only to translate a single mathe~a.tfca1' sentence'.! 
• • • J • • ' • • • 
such as 5 + 9 = 14- into words to appree;a.te.these valueso 
Th,~ symbol { } 9 called braces ~r "cupl.t···;-brackets ~ n 
is used to mean ''the set of o" T}ppe.~:-ca~e .. \letters are fre ... 
. , ... :•:· ... ' .. . . .. . 
quentlY' employed to name a set as a. whoJ.;·" /·Thus,. A = {1~2 9 3} 
is read., "A is the set whose members are one, two~ and three o" 
Items in a set will be referred ·to as ·ele11~nts or memberso 
. . ' . . 
The nlllllber two is an element of the set.Ai bttt the nwnber 
four is not an elemento The Greek letter We!¥ (Epsilon) is 
used to. abbreviate this statement (ioEh;, :2 6 .A. 9 read "Two 
· is an. element of the set A" ; a. 'denial· c.an. be written 4 (t A 9 
. .• 
.· rea.d. "Four is not:. ~ element of the se:t. !f~·< A slash m~k 
.... _,,·, 
through a symbol, in general, i:mplies.th.e.n.gative of the 
. meani:m;g .. ) 
· ..... Many times pro~erties inherent· to a pro:t>lem or discus-
sion. force restrictions on the elemeht:~ ·~ligible for eon-
sicie.:t'ationo •. Fo:ci example II s,uppoSe the. ~eade:r is gping to 
purchase a paii ~.f· ~hoes from the. s~t of aJ.i- shoes o First~ 
those not of the appropriate size must l:>e disregardedo 
Secondly~ the individual will be interested in those having 
certain stylesj colors, and price rangeso. · .. .Also 9 a further 
limitation is present because it would not be possible to 
visit every distributor of shoeso It is this type of sit-
uation to which the word ttuniverse" applieso 
The univerEte is the fi:x:ecl. set·of elements 
eligible for consideration in a given diseussiono 
The universe may vary with the sitliatiolio In the ex-
ample of the shoes, the universe of the .consumer would be 
decidedly different from that of a retailero Also'j the 
·individual 0 s waiverse would change from season to season 
and as his feet changed in sizeo 
The universe of numbers used in the first grade would 
not ordinarily include a solution to,a problem such as 
tt.3 - 10 = no" This problem, however'j certainly has a solu-
tio.n in a universe which includes the negative integerso 
The reader may~ at this point 9 wonder how set notation can 
be used to indicate the members of an infinite set~ such 
as the negative integerso One convenient way, in some eases 9 
is to list enough members so the pattern.is obviousj and 
then use the ellipsis (three dots meaning "and so on")o 
A= {O~l,2 9 3~ooo}means "A is the set of numbers O~l'i)2'i)3'i) 
and so on, indefinitelyo" 
There is another set which is just as UE.ique as the 
un.ive~~al set,, 
The empty or null set is the set which 
contains no elements o The Greek l.etter ·. "fl}" 
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(Phi) will be used to refer to the empty seto 
For example, the set of all states in the United States 
which are larger than Alaska is the null seto 
Previously, individual elements of a set were identi-
fied as members 9 but a term is also needed ta denote a set 
totally contained in another seto For example, if the set 
M = {r 9 a 9 g 9m,o,p} and N = {e 9 a 9r) 9 then 9 N is totally con-
tained in Mo The term "subset" is used to describe this 
relation'i) and the symbot "c:" ~eans "is a subset of" or "is 
contained ino •• Thus, N c: Mo 
A is a subset of set B if every element of 
A is also an element of Bo This may be written 
Ac B or A~ Bo (A¢ B or .&f'. B means "A is not 
a subset of Bo") 
The definition permits B to be a subset of 1t$olf, 
i.". 
because certainly every element of Bis an element of Bo 
In this ease,~ is an improper subset of Bo This is the 
reason for introducing the line below the symbol for sub-
set o The symbol "=." is sometimes read '''is contained in 
or equal too" Sinee, the empty set satisfies the defini-
tion\) t:p.en the empty set is a subset of every seto 
Every subset of B, such that B contains 
at least one element not in the given subset, 
is called a proper subset of :f3o 
CompcJre ·the -fol'iowin:g sets: 
G .... r2 \) 4 \)a\) 6 l \) Ii = <""~a J 'i) J = c 3 , 1 \) 2 Li , = r } , 
Bl;Ld let U ~ {1\)2\)3 94 9 5,6\)? 98} where U is the wrl.9 
verseo Theng H c: G9 J ¢ G, ¢ c::G, G: G, H c U, 
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There are other statements that could be made about 
this exampleo Every other set 9 for instance~ is a subset 
of the u:niversal set~ U~ and 0 9 the empty set, is a proper 
subset of every other s~to Notice that the members of sets 
G and J are not listed in the order one might; expec:to When 
elements are listed in the braces~ order is not necessarily 
impliedo Hence 9 A~ {2 94 9 6} ~ {6 9 2 94} ~ {4 9 2 9 6}0 An ex= 
eeption ir;an. be agreed upono ·For example 9 it is convenient 
to agree to list the set C ~ {1 9 2 9 3 9 000} in the customary 
order of the counting numberso 
This se~ms an appropriate place to introduce the ideas 
ii' 
of equal sets 9 equivalent sets~ and one=to=one correspondence~ 
Two sets are said to be in ~=tO=.Q.!!! eorre= 
~den~ 9 if eaeh element of one set ea.n 'be paired 
wi.th a single element of the other set and every 
el~ment in both sets usedo 
sets D and Smay be paired in any one of the follpwing ways! 
It is not important which two elements are pa.ired 9 but 
rath$r that every element be used once and only onceo 
~h~n two sets can be placed into one=to~one 
COZ''respondence 9 they are said to b~ egui valent o 
Th@ symbol for ''is equivalent ton is 10 """' 11 o 
I:u the example above 9 D?Y'S 9 read "D ;is equiv·alent to S0 11 
Also, 1 ""8 and D -Y. 
Two sets are said to be equal if they have 
identically the same elements. 
11 
Bence , D = F, as well as being equivalent o · · D is not 
equal to s, even though they are. equivalent. Symbolically 
this can be written: D ~ S, but D-$. It should be appar-
ent that 8.lQ' .s.ets whi.cli are- equal ~e also equivalento Two .. 
sets may be equivalent, howeve;r, without_be;i.ng equal. 
Lest ~e.,reader becomes con;erned that this discussion 
of sets. be too self-centere·d, a brief' deviation will be 
made. (The bulk of applications. t_o arithmetic are reserTed 
for the next chapter.) 
One of.the basic problems of wholi ii.umber aritluaetic 
is to find out how-m&.n.7 members are in a given set. "~a· 
problem can always be solved, at least in principle,~ 
c~unting.nl (~ole number arithmetic me$.D.s arithmetic whose 
um.verse is the set W • {0,1,2,3, ••• )0) '\lhat is counting? 
One might ehoo"e to answer by s9.7ing that for each item in 
.. 
the set to be .counted,. a number ts recited i~ ordero The 
last number recited, then, identifies a number with the set 9 
\ 
say three. But what is thl:'ee, or two·.9 .. or' one hUI1dred? The 
concept of number is an abstraction. ll'o one har, ever really 
···•· 
seen a two or a thr~.e o What is written is a symbol or 
.~numeral" for the propert;y of "twoness." "ho:a.ess" is an 
abstract property ell.Joyed by sets. For exuple-, {e:,b},- (•,o), 
{5,4}, ~d {John,. ffa17} are each sets which enjoy the prop-
1aoward Levi,."~ Arit~etic Works," ~be Jllathem~ties 
T_e!:cl'l:er, Janua#, 1963, p. 2o. 
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erty of 1t1twonesso 11 The sets are not equal because they are 
not identicalo They are 9 however 9 all equivalent since they 
can be placed into one=to-one correspondenceo In the same 
manner the sets {~} 9 {*} 9 and {9} enjoy the property of 
"'oneness on When a child counts on his fingers 9 he is reeog= 
nizing the one=to=one correspondence of equivalent setso 
In order to communicate 9 it is necessary for man to 
agree upon language and sym.bols to represent these number 
abstractionso Suppose the symbol "O" is chosen to identify 
th~ number of elements in the empty set 9 { }o The symbol 
will be named "zeroowt Now 9 since this symbol is known 9 it 
can be enclosed in bracesg {O}o This is a set which is 
not empty (because it eontains the symbol •10") and a new 
name is neededo 11 0ne" will suffice and the numeral "ln 
will satisfy the symbolic needo Next~ enclose both symbols 
{0 9 1} and adopt the name 11 twon and numeral "2o"' The ques-
tion 'iY.b.at is two? 11 can now be answered by saying it is a 
property enjoyed by arr:, set which is equivalent (can be 
placed into one=to-one correspondence) to the set {0 9 l}o 
One can continue in this manner with {0 9 1 9 2}~ {0~1 9 2 9 3} 9 
{0 9 l 9 2 11 3'i)4L>ooo o This is the cardinal use of numberso 
Thus 11 for comparison purposes 11 a 111 standardrv set is associa-
ted with each cardinal number (or equivalence elass)o 
Cardinal Number 
(or equivalence class) 
0 
l 
2 
3 
0 
0 
0 
Standard Set 
0 
0 
0 
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The cardinal number of A~ {r~a 9 g 9m9 o 9 p} is six be-
cause the set A is equivalent to the standard. set {0 91 9 2~ 
3 94 9 5}0 Place value 9 of course 9 will be utilized to assign 
cardinal names to sets having more than nine elementso 
To b@ concise 9 when specifically concerned with the 
cardinal number of a set 9 the braces or identifying letter 
will 1Je preceded by a lower case lettero n(B) and m{:x: 9 y 9 z} 
mear1 ~1tb.e cardi:nal number of set B11 and itthe cardinal num= 
ber of the set whose elements are :x: 9 y 9 and z 9 n respec= 
tivelyo m{x 9 y 9 z} ~ 3 and if B ~ {a 9 b 9 C 9 d} 9 then 9 n(B) = 4 
Or n{a 9 b 9 C9d} ~ 4o 
What is counting? .Q.9unting is establishing a one-to= 
one correspondence between some ordered subset {l 9 2 9 3 9 ooon} 
of the set {1 9 2 9 3 9 000} of nonzero whole numbers and the set 
to be cor..tntedo JJ1he last element i 1n 11 necessary for the eorre,.. 
spondence is said to be the count of the seto Notice that 
only the set C = {1 9 2 9 39 ooon} is required to be orderedo No 
order is necessa1•y .for the set to be counted" For example., 
if the students in a class are counted 9 it is unimportant 
which child is count®d firsto 
The ordinal ~or1cept has always developed a.long with the 
2 
~ardinal. o The ca1:0di:nal has been used to answer 11 How many?" 
and it;hf; ordinal will b~ used to answer 11 In what order?.11 
11 Tots often learn to count in rote fashion==one I) two 9 three I) 
o o o='= before they are able to relate these number words to 
2Fosteir Eo Grossnickle et: o al o 9 Instruction in Ari th= 
me,tic 9 ~went' =Fifth Yearbook 9 The National Council of Teachers 
of Mathei,,ma es 9 (Washington 9 Do Co I) 1960) 9 po 2850 
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s~tso Do some children first connect three with a,position 
in a sequ~nce,, and others first connect three with a group 
of objects?ev3 Whatever the sequence of learning 9 it is ne-
cessary for children to learn both,, and to to.ix them f'reelyo 
If th~ set S = {2 9 4 9 6 9 8} is eonsidered 9 then its car,d1:nal 
is fouro Each of its members have an ordinalo From left 
to right,, two is th~ first,, four is the second 9 anq eight 
the fourtho First 9 S(!Cond 9 and fourth are ordinal uses 
of numberso An agreement can be made to label the s'et {1 9 
2 9 3 9 000} as th• set of counting numbetrs and represent it' 
with the letter "C"o The set 0 9 by definition will always 
be ordered in this indicated patterno 
In 
If a one=to=one correspondence is estab= 
lished between C "" {L"2 9 3 9 a o o} 9 or some subset 
of 0 9 and a given set 9 th•n 9 the ordinal of any 
member of the ~iven set is the corresponding 
element of Co 
Thus 9 for set Si 
{29496\)8} {8,,2i4-\)6} {6\)8,,21)4} {4~69892} 
!I 1 1 or 1 I 11 or 11 r 1 or 1 J 11 
{192\)31)4} {l,i293,,4} {1\)2\)3\)4} {192.,3\)4) 
the original correspondence 9 . two is said to be the 
rvfirst 9 vv while in the last four is the "firsta" In count-
ing9 the ordinal id~a of number is used and the last 9 or 
highest 9 ordinal reached is always the cardinal number of 
the sGto The cardinal number of a set is independent of 
the order in whieh the elements are counted 9 but the 
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ordinal number of an element is dependent upon the chosen 
ordero So even though the two processes are distinct., they 
are subtly related; it is almost impossible to think of one 
without the othero 
Operat.ions with Sets 
It was shown that elements o:f sets need not· be number$ 
or\) in fact\)·even mathematical symbolso Hence\) ways of 
constructing new sets from given sets must be more general 
than the operations used for numberso 
One way to construct new sets from given sets is to 
join or unite sets; eogo 9 if A ""' {l9C>9ll9gL and B = {h\)a'j 
n 9d 9 1 9 e} 9 A joined to B would be the set D = {l 9 0 9 g 9 h 9 a 9 n9d9 
e} o This operation. will be called 11 union 11 and the symbol 
Vilflli will be its symbolo Thus\) A lf B = Do Note that the 
elements n and l were listed only once in the union 9 since 
thE)s~ elements were common to both sets o Tn fact 'ii n•w set.s 
can be derived by listing such common elementso This oper= 
ation is named iuintersection\) n and symbolized by "l"i" o 
An B - (1 9 n}o If E ~ {1 9 n) 9 then 9 An B = Eo 
If A and Bare sets 9 then 9 A union B (written 
Au· B) is the set of all elements belonging to A 
or B (or both)o 
If A and Bare sets 9 then 9 A intersection B 
(written An B) is the set of all elements belong= 
1:ng to both A and to Bo 
An. aid to understanding of the properties of sets are 
Venn. diagrams such as shown in Figo 2=lo 
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Figo 2-1 
Here the rectangle represents the universe U; the ele-
ments of U are the points in the rectangleo A and Bare 
subsets of Uo The members of A are the points in the verti-
cally lined circle; the elements of Bare the points in the 
horizontally lined circleo AU Bis the set of points which 
are inside either or both of the lined circleso An Bis 
the set indicated by the overlapping parts of the circles 
having both vertical and horizontal lineso Figo 2-1 shows 
only one possibilityo Some others are indicated below: 
An B = fllo AU Bis the set 
of all points in A or Bo 
Figo 2-2 
u 
B c Ao An B = B. 
AU B = A. 
Figo 2-3 
In Fig o 2=2 9 A and B have no elements in commono In other 
words 9 the set which is their intersection is the empty 
set o 
If the intersection of sets is the empty set, 
then 9 the sets are disjointo (A and Bare disjoint 
if A n B = fl] o) 
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Just as sets are formed from given sets by taking the 
union 9 a set may be separated into subsetso If these sub~ 
sets are disjoint this operation is given a nameo 
If a given set is separated ,into subsets 
so that the subsets have no elements in common 9 
'" 
and every element of the given set is included 
in some subset 9 then 9 this is said to be a 
partition of the seto 
Let V = {o 9 h 9 u 9 m}.;, then 9 one partitiqn of V is 'W = 
{o'i)h} 9 X = {u 9m}o It is necessary for Y n X = ~9 and 
Y ~ X = V9 because the· definition requires the subsets to 
be disjoint and yet every element be usedo Th~re are other 
partitions just as acceptable; eogo 9 {o} 9 {m} 9 Ju 9 h} o A 
common partition of a class of students could be the set 
of boys and the set of girlso Another partition for the 
same class might be made according to grades earned in a 
particular subjecto The class ~ould be partitioned by 
classifying hair colors o There are many o·ther ways 9 but 
each must satisfy the two stipulations for partitioningo 
A fourth operation is "complementationo 11 The com= 
plement of a set can be considered only relative to an= 
; 
other seto For example 9 the complement of the set of boys 
in the seventh .. grade, relative to the whole grade 9 is the 
set of girls in that gradeo The complement of the set of 
seventh grade boys'i) relative to the whole school\) is the 
set of seventh grade girls unioned with all other grades 
in the schoolo The symbol that will be used for the com= 
plement of the set A is A0 (read "A complement" or "not A)o 
The complement 9 A0 9 of set A relative to 
set B9 is the set of all elements in Band not 
in Ao 
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In Figo 2-4 9 A0 1, relative to B9 is the subset of the 
interior of B which has the diagonal lineso A.-0, relative 
to U9 is the dotted subset of the interior of the rectangleo 
Figo 2=4 
The previous illustration for seventh grade boys could 
be pictured by F~go 2=5o The rectangular universe is the 
whole school and the interior of the smallest circle is the 
set of seventh grade boyso The set of seventh grade girls 
is represented ~y the shaded portion of the interior of the 
larger cirele 9 and the whole interior of the larger circle 
designates the seventh gradeo 
Another wa:y of symbolizing the complement of a set A, 
relative to a set B~ is B - Ao This second notation has 
some advantage in analogies involving number eperationso 
Finally 9 consider the "Cartesian product" seto It is 
first convenient to agree upon the meaning of "ordered 
pairo" 
An ordered ]Lair of elements~ say 9 a and b, 
means that the paired elements have a fixed se-
queneeo Parentheses will be used to disting~ish 
\. 
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the ordered pair ( a 9 b) from the set {a, b} • 
The set symbol {a,b} does not imply an ordero Hence, 
(a 9 b) I (b 11 a), (,i means "is not equal ton), but {a,b) = {b,a). 
In indicating ~oney, for example, one might consider dollars 
and cents as an ordered pair, with the elements separated 
T~• Cartesian product of two sets A and Bis 
the set of all possible order~d pairs (a,b), such 
that a is an element of A and ban element of Bo 
Using notation, AX Bis the set of all pairs (a,b), 
such that a€ A and b E Bo Similarly, BX A is the 
set of all ordered pairs (b,a), sueh that be Band 
a € Ao ( "a'M represents an:y of the elements of A 
and "b" ~ of the elements of Bo) 
If A= {1 11 2,3} and B = {4,2,6), then AX B = {(1 94), 
(192), (1116), (2,4), (2,2), (2,6), (3,4), (3,2), (3,6)). 
If Band Gare the sets of boys and girls at a dance, then, 
Br G is the set of all possible dancing partners 9 such 
that the first ,embsr of a pair is a boy and the second a 
girlo Pairing is a simple proc,ss if a rectangular array 
is used. ·to organize tlle work~: 
AX B 
6-+ (1,6) (2,6) (3'j6) 
B 2 => (1,2) (292) (3,2) 
,4..+, (1,4) (294) (3,4) 
+ + .,,. 
l 2 3 
A 
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The introduction of union 9 intersection 9 partition 9 
complementation 9 and Cartesian product completes the list 
of operations with sets which will be usedo From time to 
time~ it will be necessary to discuss properties of these 
operationso It is the feeling of the author 9 however 9 that 
such discussion will be more meaningful when assoeiated 
with a more familiar situationo 
Summary 
Much of the confusion in the learning of mathematics 
arises not from the depth of content 9 but rather the casual 
attitude toward basic definitionso Regardless of the lang-
uage or symbolism used 9 agreement upon definitions is of 
prime importanCGo 
The language and operations of sets have been tried 
and found to be especially lucido Although set theory is 
interesting in itself~ its permeation of the many areas of 
mathematics is unparalleled by any other topico It has 
fundamentals a.pplicable to elementary arithmetic which are 
models 0£ simplicity and direetnesso Most of these same 
ideas are equally acceptable at the more complex levels of 
mathematieso Hence 9 this is a desirable way to present 
fundamentals in a fashion that will be a consistent and 
integrating factor throughout a student 0 s educationo 
For convenienee 9 and to further stress the importance 
of language agreement 9 the terms and symbols are collected 
here with page locations of definitions indicatedo This 
is not intended to be a complete list~ rather it is intended 
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to be a convenience for those who desire to devote only 
casual attention to Chapter IIo The terminology and symbol-
ism will be used extensively in the development of Chapter 
III~ and it may be necessary for the reader to refer to the 
definitions from time to timeo 
Symbol Meaning Page 
{ } Notation for sets 7 
f; Is an element of 7 
~ Is not an element of 7 
u Universal set 8 
¢ Empty set 8 
c:: Is a proper subset of 9 
¢ Is not a subset of 9 
C Is a subset of or equal to 9 
~ Equal 10 
ti Is not equal to 10 
~ Equivalent 10 
l=l One,,.,to=one 10 
n(A) Cardinal of set A 12 
no symbol Ordinal 14 
C Qet of counting numbers 9 {1 9 2~3~ooo} 14 
~ Union 15 
,, Intersection 15 
no symbol. Venn Dia.gram 15 
:r.1.0 symbol Partition 16 
no symbol Disjoint 16 
An Complement of set A l? 
B = A Complement of A9 relative to B 18 
(a~b) 
AX B 
Ordered pair 
Cartesian product of A and B 
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Clli.PTER III 
.lPPLICATIOI TO ELElmNT.A.RY ARITHlmTIC 
One might euppose that the forma1 idea of set• did not 
appear in the previous elementary ~ithmetie program be-
cause it is too difficult. On the. contrary, the funda-
mental ideas about sets are,easily understood and the basic 
operations which put these to work are.only slightly aore 
difficult. Set theory is not, however, a mat1:1,ematical pan-
, 
aeea. It lends itself well- to many analogies, but care 
should be taken that it not be used just for the sake of 
being "modern." Each application should be purpose.tu~. 
and in keeping with the appropriate level of the material 
concerned. 
Just as the concept of a set is more primitive than 
number, the idea of union precedes that of addi ti.on. If 
. . 
2 and 3 are defined in terms of standard sets, then, 2 + 3 
can be interpreted in teras of the union of d;isjoint sete 
which have these numbers as their cardinals. Let A• {r,s} 
and B = {o,z,a}, then, AU B = {z,o,s,a,r}. n(A) • 2, 
n(B) = 3, and n(.l U B) • 5. It is not difficult to see 
that this is a relative of the operation addition. In fact, 
n(~) + n(B) == n(.l U B) or 2 + 3 • 5, which is what was ex-
pected. It is very important, however, that one notices 
that the sets chosen are disjoint sets (sets which have no 
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elements in common)o If the sets used had been D = {m 9r} 
and E ~ {m 9 p 9 S} 9 then DUE= {m 9 r 9p 9 s} and n(D) + n(E) I 
n(D U E)o Thi~ happened because 9 if the sets overlap (are 
not disjoint)',) then the elements common to both sets must 
be ~cnmted only once o Frequently sets a.re constructed 9 such 
as the ones below\) in which .the elements may look alike but 
are nevertheless disrtinct o 
B 
n(B) = 4 
Figo 3=1 
AU B 
n(A tl B) = 10 
Here AU~= BU A and n(B ij' A)= lOo Since order is 
no·t implied in these sets 9 it makes no dif.ference whether 
the elements of Bare listed first or those of A in the set 
Au· Bo Thus 9 a+ b = b + a follows easily from the analogy 
of' setso This is called the "commutative property"· for 
additiono 
Let a and b be a:ny two cGunting numberso 
Then 9 the commutative proper~ states a+ b = 
b + ao 
The reader may wonder if a cardinal is always available 
f'or the uni.on of two disjoint setso In Chapter II 9 page 12~ 
it was shown that the definition of each cardinal number al= 
wa:ys lead.a to a definition of the next one~ or a suecessQro 
This is an assurance that no matter what counting number is 
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i.s alwa;:;rs a. next larger one o If the sets 
9 3 ( ~1uccessor of. ;2) correspond to the 
Sl) cn:1 9 unt;:il wa elem.ant of the set, of counting 
on. 
g It :ts 'be:ri.e= 
0 
l:'tl 0 
0 
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sol.u"i;ion would be fcrund .for 3 >a= 9 o The counting n.umbers are 
under su·btraction\) and to find a solution would 
require a d:ifferent universe o 
Previous dis~ussion has avoided the union of more than 
two sets or thfJ addi.tio:11 of' :more than two numbers o .Addition 
i.s a ii operation (i oe o \) eonibines !~ Ii.Umbers) o To 
bined l:n pa:h"8 mrtil finally a one=number solution is foundo 
In adding 5 + 2 ·&- 91> i;he .five and two may be associated or 
tht;: and. ni.ne 9 a.rid "then the result combined with the re= 
maini.ng third numbero 
(5 + 2) + 9 • 7 + 9 
"" 16 
or 
5 + (2 + 9) ""5 + 11 
"" 16 
Th:LB illm~rtrates the associative propert;y for addi tiono 
Note t;J:1at 5 + 9 was not consi.d.ered i.n this example o This 
would 
(2 + 5) + 9 by the commutative propertyo 
2 + C.5 + 9) by the associative propertyo 
2 + 14 
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i2H;:; t:;he cardinal :number o.f' the t.urdon of several 
, ,airtd"'.ralent sets is to ll~~ found o Lert the sets be 
c=,:;;;;AJ.,,;:;;;,,';';,);'.~'"~" V c=""-l!::=-~=~= 
A - h2. ~ t'1 ~ \Q} ~ B ""' { d 9 e 'i) f} \) G "" { g 9 h 9 i} 9 and D "" { j 9 k 9 1} o Then 9 
be 
n(A U BU CUD)• n(A) + n(B) + n(C) + n(D) 
2? 
= 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 
= (3 + 3) + (3 + 3) 
= 6 + 6 
= 12 
Finding the cardi~al of the union of a number of equivalentj 
disjoint sets o~eurs sufficiently often to distinguish the 
process with a nameo This process is called multiplication 
and a sufficient number of the facts are memorized to expe-
.. 1. 
dite computationo 
0 0 0 0 
Figo 3-2 
The rectangular array of Figo 3-2 illustrates the union 
of four equivalent 9 disjoint sets each having three elementso 
Thus~ tb.ree multiplied by four is twelve 9 a multiplieation 
.fact which the student is asked to memorizeo "Piultiplieation" 
·. o:f b by a is SYJilbolized by writing a x b 9 a O b, a(b), or ab 
(where no eon.fusion a.rises)o Hence,, the problem may be 
written 3 x 4 9 3°4 9 and 3(4)o (34 weuld not be acceptable 
in this ~aseo) 
01:nriou.sly 9 multiplication is just an e.f.ficient procedure 
for adding equivalent~ disjoint sets. It follows also that 
multlplica:ti.on must be founded in the process of counting and 
be a spa~ial case of an operation with sets"' 
The Cartesian produet of sets is sometimes a more appeal-
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ing analogy to multiplication. For exampl~, consider the· 
set D = {a,r,f} and K = {m,e,o,w}. The Cartesian product 
D X K ean be illustrated by Fig. 3-3 or Fig. 3-4-.-
m -i>- (a,m) (r ,m) (f ,m) m m m 
K e -'>' (a,e)(r,e)(.f,e) te ~e le / a , r, f, 
o ~(a,o)(r,o)(f,o) ·, \0 \0 \0 
w _... (a.,w) (r ,w)(f' ,w) w w w 
t t t Fig. 3-4 a r f 
D 
Fig. 3-3 
D J,C K •_.{(a,m), (a,e), (a,o), (a.,w), 
(r,m), (r,e), (r,o), (r,w), 
(f.,m), (f,e), (f ,o), (f,w)} 
Now, n(D) = 3, n(K) = 4, and n(D X K) = 12. The binary 
operation defined in this way then is multiplication. Since 
a solution can always be found for finite sets, the counting 
numbers are closed under multiplication. 
A slightly different arrangement of Fig. 3-2 and Fig. 
3-3 reassures one that the commutative prope.r.ty, also . holds, 
----
3x4 4x3 
(3 sets, 4 elements) (4 sets, 3 elements) 
Fig .. 3-5 
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No new arrangement is necessary in Fig. 3-5 to see the com-
mutative property. 
Multiplication is also a binary operation, and from 
its relation to addition, it is easy to see that multipli-
cation of the counting numbers is associative .• 
To illustrate: 
(5 X 7) X 2 = 35 X 2 and 5 X (? X 2) = 5 X 14 
= 70 = 70 
The association of sets of points and sets of numbers 
has much to contribute. It offers an excellent visual aid. 
for exhibiting certain relations among the sets of numbers, 
and it helps to integrate geometric concepts with number 
ideas .. 
One such association is that of a number line. It is 
------
assumed that the reader has an intuitive concept of what a 
straight line is. Every straight line (or curved line) 
will be considered to be a set of points. Also, line does 
not mean line segment. Below is a model of a straight line 
with points a 9 b 9 and c indicated. The arrows indicate 
that the line continues indefinitely in both directions. 
b a C 
Suppose a similar model is used, but some points labeled 
with a specific purpose in mind. An arbitrary point is se-
lected and paired, or labeled, with the symbol O. An 
0 1 
arbitrary unit segment is chosen., extending from zero to the 
right 9 the right end point labeled with the numeral 1. The 
word "arbitrary-" is tmderli!).edbeeau.se the purposes ea.n.· be 
served equally· ••11 by ehoiees such as those below-.···· 
•~-.ao-.a.o----------·•>, - . ···,4,(...------•·•-----•-· •> 0 1 0 1 
~e zere point (or origin) and lUdt segment are utilized te 
establish a relation between the set of whole numbers (V = 
{ G, I, 2, 3·, ••• ) ) and poi11ts on the nwn'ber line. By "Tetti·:ag 1 
ft 0 e 
' 1, 3 5 6 ? 
correspond to the left end point c,f the unit segment, a 
point is located to the right of 1 which is labeled 2. Ool'l-
tinu:ing this process sets up a 1-1 correspondence between 
the set of whole numbers and a set of points on the nwnber 
.line. (Notice, hcn~·ever, only a relatively small subset of 
the poim.ts available to the right of zero have been. utilized, 
_.4 those to tlle left have not been ment;i.oned. 
Previous use has been made of the word "order" and the 
reader's experience was relied upon to interpret this t,erm. 
It seems benefiei~l here to discuss this briefly. Order, a$ 
it will be used, is concerned with the intuitive interpreta-
tiom.s of greater than or less than. The symbels " ) " (greater 
than) and -"< " (less than) will be the respeeti ve symbols for 
these ideas. !'hus, the mat~ematieal statement 9) .5 means 
"niae is greater than five" and 5 ( 9 means "five is less 
than nine." (O~serve the similarity between the symbols 
" < " and "c:. n ) 
The t?rder property will mean that it a and 
bare differe~t nWl!-bers, then, either,> b (a is 
' . 
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greater than b) o~ b) a (bis greater than a)o 
On the nUll)er line it is seen that if a) b then the 
point corresponding to a lies to the right of b. Also, 
if A ed B are setia, then~ n(.A) ) n(B) if' the standard. set 
(page 12) which corresponds to n(B) is a proper subset of 
the standard set which corresponds to n(A)o 
Th~ number line also provides a convenient model for 
!' 
addition and. mul tiplieation of the whole numbers 11, Consider 
3 +. 2 11111 Do 
2 
~/lo 
I 
• 
Cl. A Q .WWW A.. & ; AillmEgQ,g; IE a 
0 l 2. 3 4 ; 
Fig. 3-6 
The sets corresponding to the cardinals, three and two 9 
are the set .of. three units and the set of two units, re-
spectively. Since .. th.e operation is addition, the cardinal 
of the union is five unitso The word "join" might serve 
better than ~union 9 " although this added burden will not 
be imposed on the vocabularyo (In fact, English mathema= 
ticians frequently use join instead of uniono) 
~--=-----3-------=)t------2----,~ 
', 
Figo 3-7 
This can serve equally well for 2 + 3 ""'n 9 and'i) in fact, 
·, 
doing both on the same line serves as a reinforee:ment.of the 
comm.utative pro~ertyo 
The model for 3 x 2 = n and 2 x 3 = n might be inter-
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prated as three sets of two uriits each, and two sets of three 
units each~ respectivelyo 
3 sets 
~--g-~~!! ... ~--~_;.!!!!!~!--=* __ g_~!!!!-~ 
0 . I h 
,;.-----3-wiits---2-~;t;---3-uEits---~~ 
Figo 3=8 
The associative properties are similar::Ly showno 
~ 2 upi i;s~_3,,.._u .... n_i_t_s_ .. -~)lj----4_u_n_i_t_s __ ~ !fj{,, 
t- . 5 )t--·--4-, ---...;;.)i!lll,,.r" <2 + 3) + 4 
'< 
0 l i 3 4 5 6 'I 2 ? ------.......... -----~------------Z-· __ s ____ ~ 10 ~ .... 2 + 11 (3 + 4) 
Figo 3-9 
Sets have offered a foundation for the understanding of 
the operations of addition and multipli~ation of the counting 
numberso Howeverj can they also clarify subtraction and 
division in a si~ilar way? 
Throughout mathematics the notion of inverse elements 
and i.nverse operations prevailso Two disjoint sets are 
rurl.oned to get a single set containing the elements of both, 
and this operation is 1'undone" by considering one of the 
unioned sets and its complement relative to the uniono For 
exa.mple 9 if A and Bare disjoint (ioeo 9 An B =~)and AU B 
= C9 then C - B"" A (the eomplement of A relative to C is B)o 
Another notation for C =Bis B0 ., (page 18)o B0 (or the com= 
plement of B) is exactly the set Ao This merely means remove 
the set B from the union and what is left is the set Ao 
Thus 9 using cardinal nu:m.bers ~ if n(A) + n(B) = n( C) j then c; 
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n(C) ~ n(B) = n(A)o 
Let A= {*,@ 9 x} and B = {s,y~m,b,o,1}, then, 
C = {*j@jx,s,y,m,b,o,1} and C - B = {*,@,x}o 
~~ ,;,\..,_,:..a:,..,.,.,.._ ... ..,.,-,1,,_.v.,.-= ..... ,.,.,,.,.~,..-"'~-'·'~,,.. 
Bu B A (or B' ), 
(or C - B) 
This procedure is acceptable for problems such as 9 - 4 
= n, where 9) 4, but not for a problem like 4 - 9 = mo 
(There is no whole number m such that m + 9 = 4o The whole 
numbers are not closed under subtractiono) A closer exam-
ination of the process of complementation reveals that 
really all that is done is to partition the union, to find 
what set must be unioned to a given set (or cardinal number 
added to a given number) to yield the union (or sum)o Thus, 
5 = 2 g n means to find the number n such that n + 2 = 5o 
Then 9 the problem 2 - 5 = m must mean find the number m 
such that m + 5 = 2o A satisfactory introduction to this 
problem can be developed on the number lineo 
5 
1:''""'::------m----·-=a 
0 2 5 
Figo 3-10 
Herem is directed to the left rather than the right (in the 
sense of 12 undoing 11 ) o Another method is to introduce ninverse'' 
elements for additiono That i$, introduce a set of elements 
which can "undo 11 an added seto An analogy might be "putting 
your coat on.iv as opposed to ntaking your coat offou Thus 9 
for every element a ie:, w~ create some element~ "opposite a" j 
so that a+ (opposite a)""' Oo On the number lineg 
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a 
opposit.e a 
a 
a+ a= 0 
a opposite a 
=O,=-=~=~~------r--· 
0 a 0 
Figo 3=11 
nopposi te a 11 is symbolized as = a and read as nnegati ve a 11 
or 11 opposi te ao i] If a is the cardinal number of a set 
hl?-ving a elements'i) then =a is an equal cardinal but of a 
set of elements which are inverse elementso 
The primary concern in the introduction of the numbers 
which are less than zero .. has been to motivate the extension 
of the number system (in this special case 9 to ''undo'' addi-
tion) a Since operations with these elements are rarely 
treated in the elementary s.chool 'i) undue emphasis should be 
avoided hereo It should be pointed out, however; that once 
these elements are introduced a much larger universe is 
availableo This set will.be named the integers and identi-
fied as I~ {000 9 =3 9 =2 .. -1 9 0,1 9 2 9 3 9 000)0 The problem 2 = 5 
= m has a solution in this universe, namely m = -30 In 
fact 9 the set enjoys the property of closure under subtrac-
tiono Comparison of the subtraction problem 2 - 5 ""m with 
the addition problem 2 + (=5) = m on the number line shows 
that the results are equalo That is 9 it is not absolutely 
necessa.ry to introduce subtraction if one prefers to elab-
orate on the use of inverse elementso The author does not 
insist tha.t this is a better method for elementary school 
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SubtractiOI1(! 5) or inverse 2 · 1 
element(=5.fa-'r-~----~.......o~~-+~~-----~~~~ 
0 2 
Figo 3-12 
arithmetic\) but the teacher should be aware of such an in-
terpretationo 
Very little has been said previously about the element 
zeroo Zero occupies a very unique place in the set of in-
tegerso It is the cardinal number of the empty seto If it 
is added to any other integer\) (iaeo9 union the empty set 
with any other set) the sum is identically ~he original 
integer (or the same set)o For this reason 9 it is call.ed 
the additive identi t;y o If any integer is add'ed to its in-
verse\) the result is zeroo (8 + (-8) = 0 or (-3) + 3 = Oo) 
Also 9 zero is its own additive inversei Because the sum of 
an integer and its opposite is zero we have a precise method 
for identifying the additive inverseo 
An accepted name for the set of integers which are less 
than zero is the negati'!! integerso One partition of the set 
of integers_ is the set of negative integers\) zero, and the 
counting numberso Suppose the set of negative integers is 
identified by In= {000 11 -3\)"""2 9 =1) and the set containing zero 
by Z:...: {O}a Then 9 {aoa 9 =:,\)=2 9 =1} tr {O} U {1\)2,3\)aoo} = 
In U Z, U C = Ia 
One interpretation of multiplication was in terms of 
the union of equivalent; disjoint setso The "undoing 9 11 or 
inverse of such a union 9 is the partitioning of the union 
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back into equivalent\) disjoint subs~ts 9 which include eve~ 
element o For inst~ce 9 i.f A = {a 9 b) 9 C = {c 9 d} 9 E = {e 7 .f} ,. 
and G ~ {g 9 h}\) then 9 A tr B V' CUD= {a 9 b,cl)d 9 e 9 .f 9 g,h}o The 
cardinal of the union (8) is found to be the product of the 
number of sets (4) and the number of elements in each set 
(2) o Suppose I) i.nstead 9 the cardinal of the union is known 
to be eight and the number of elements in each disjoint 9 
equivalent subset to be twoo How many subsets are involved? 
If the union is partitioned into two element subsets 9 the~ 
the number of subsets is fouro {f:!. 9 b 9 cl)d 9 e\)f5)g 9 h} = {a 9 b} i:J' 
{c 9 d} U {e 9 f} u· {g 9h}o Thus 9 11 divisionu of cardinals can be 
interpreted in this mannero 8 f 2 = 4 is a special case 9 
then\) of the exam.plea Consider the foliowing instance where 
the subsets do not work out so nicelyo 
A set of seven apples are to be distributed 
among three boyso How many apples will each re-
ceive:? "~--~·., - ,. 
Partition A = r:6'\)6)5:o\,M)l)C,}o The results ·are 
..... ....-.. .. __ ,..,_.,...;, ~"l> .. .,, .. ,_-,,, ... ,..,.-·~,··· ........ ,.. ... ..,.,,. .................... 
three subsets each containing two apples and a subset con-
taining one appleo Since the universe for the moment is 
restricted to the set of integers 9 then 9 one can hope for 
a worm in one and only one appleo If all apples are good 9 
however 9 to find a solution would require a different uni-
verseo (Obviously 9 the set of integers are not closed 
under division 9 since 7 7 2 = n does not have an integer 
solu.tiono) Consider the subset of one appleo If this 
subset car1 be partitioned into three disjoint 9 equivalent 
subsets 9 then the dilemma is solvedo These partitions of 
•.· 
3? 
the apple must 9 however\) have a notation different from 
those of set Ao One might agree that a division of£!!! 
element into~ parts be symbolized by 1/no In this ease, 
one apple divided into three parts is written 1/30 A 
partitioning of set A into three equivalent\) disjoint sub-
sets would be ~,~,~}. !fhe solution 
can be written as 2 + 1/3 (or by agreement as 2 l/3)o 
How about three boys and eight apples? This time the 
remaining subset contains two appleso Vill the previous 
interpretation still hold? Yeso All one need do is con-
' 
sider the two sets (apples) partitioned into three 9 dis-
joint~ equivalent subsets and symbolize each by 2/30 Hence, 
<e~ 9,(1\) ©} 0 
This introduced a new symbol not in the previous uni-
verse9 Io Since the elements were "fractured" in the pro-
cess\) a connotative term would be "fraetionso" 
A greater ~nsight can be obtained if a different view-
point is takeno A set of twenty-four ping pong balls are 
boxed·in a number of different wayso 
1/2 2/4 3/6 · 4/8 
' 
-~ 
0 0 010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 ! tO 0 ii) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
---l=,;,CDQa<;:= ia-i::::i,.az11c=-,ca:,e;;oa; 
-0 0 010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 one 
n 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-, 
1 set 2 sets 3 sets 
2 subsets 4 subsets 6 subsets 8 
Figo 3=13 
It appears that .if a multiple of the cardinal of the set 
or sets to be partitioned is taken\) and the same multiple of 
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the number of partitions 9 then the resulting fraetions are 
equivalento This is indeed the easeo 
If the numerator and denominator of a fraction 
are each multiplied by the same nonzero number, then 
the value of the fraction is unchangedo 
The 09 ratio'0 of two numbers is a comparison by divisiono 
In the preceding paragraphs 9 the fractions satisfy this pro-
pertyo Let this 9 then 9 serve as motivation for renaming 
these fractions "rational numberso" 
A rational number is defined as any number 
which can be represented as a ratio of the form 
a/b 9 where a and bare integers and b r Oo 
The set of whole numbers satisfies this definition (eogo, 
four ean be represented by 4/1\) 12/3\) 16/4 9 etco)o The set 
of all integers 9 of course 9 are members of the set of ration-
als9 but integers such as =6;=3 involve explanation to which 
the language of sets does not particularly contributeo 
The set of rationals dees not lend itself to a listing, 
or an indicated listing 9 as was done with the preceding sets 
of numberso To even attempt to list the set of rationals 
between zero and one involves an unwieldy arrayo A more 
efficient approach is to introduce the "set builder" notationo 
For A= {Alaska 9 Hawaii} 9 one writes A= {s Is became a state 
of the United States since 19500}0 The vertical mark is read 
"such that~ 1111 and the statement is read 11 A is equal to the set 
of all states S 9 sueh thats became a state of the United 
States since 19.500 11 The symbol "s'0 can represent either of 
the elements 9 Alaska or Hawaiio The set builder notation 
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~onsists of two parts 9 the var1ab+e (s 9 in this exa.mple) 9 and 
' 
a descripti.ve statement following the symbol for "such thato" 
Hence 9 the set of rationf3.1S can be described as R = {n i n can 
be written in the form a/b 9 where a and b belo~ to the $et 
I and b , 0 o } Using more symbols 9 one could write R = {n. i n 
is of the form a/b 9 a. and b E, I 9 and b I, O}o Also 9 the set 
of equivalent symbols for a particular rational number is 
usually thought of as an .!!9,u.ivale~ce class or familyo For 
example 9 {1/3 9 2/6 9 3/9 9 4/12 9 000} is an equivalence class 
in which a:rr:, symbol is a valid representativeo 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the usual 
operations of rationalso The language of sets is particu= 
larly applieable to finding the leas!_ £Ommon denominator and 
greates~ common factoro Since the idea of 'iprimeav factors 
is needed 9 a prime number is defined as followsi 
A counting number is said to be prime if it 
has no factors other than itself and one,,and is ') 1. 
To add or subtract fractions 9 it is necessary to find 
~ommon denominatorso It is ordinarily desirable to find the 
gglea.stn comm.on denominatoro The least common denominator 
can be found by taking the £FOduc~ of the elements in the 
aj_9n of the sets of pri.me fa~o'.£_! o.f eaeh denominatoro An 
agreement on interpretation must be reached~ howevero If a 
prime factor is repeated in the set for~ particular .2:!,= 
nominator 9 then~ these are to be regarded as distinct faetorso 
A factor which is merely repeated from set to set will be 
listed only once in the u:niono Consider the following pro= 
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blemg 
1/6 + 1/4 + 7/15 + 1/27 = n 
6 = 2 X 3, 4 = 2 X 211 15 = 3 X 5~ 27 = 3 X 3 X 3 
The two and three appear as repeated factors in a set of 
factors and 9 hence 9 the second two in four and the second 
and third three in the factors of twenty-seven must be con= 
sidered as disti~ct elements in the uniono For purposes of 
' 
clarity 9 the sets might be listed {219 31 },, {21 922 }9 {31 115}',l 
and {3111 321 33) where the subscripts are used only to rein-
force the previous statementso Thus 9 the union would ap-
pear as {21 9229 319 329 3395} and the product 2 x 2 x 3 x 3 x 
3 x 5 ~ 540 9 the least common denominatoro It ean now be 
seen that each denomi~ator is a factor of 540 by examining 
it in factored formo 
4 2? 
~ ,-·---.,..~--, 
2 X 2 X 3 X 3 X 3 X 5 = 540 
~ ---v--
6 15 
The appropriate factors to multiply each fraction by are 
easily determined if the loCodo (least common denominator) 
set is left in factored formo For instance 11 twenty-seven 
has the set of factors {311 329 33}0 Hence 9 to express it 
with a denominator of 540 9 multiply the product of its set 
of factors by the product of the factors in its complement 11 
relative to the uniono 
l 1 _ (1) 
~ ~ 3 X 3 X 3 - (3 X 3 X 3) 
Simila.rly- 9 
X f2 X 2 X 5~. = 
X 2 X 2 X 5 
~
complement 
1 1 , . (1) X t3 X 3 X 3 X ~j 135 
4 ~ 2 X 2 = '("2 X 2) X3 X 3 X 3 X ~ 54Q 
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It is obviously a waste of effort to write the factors of 
.' ,' . 
540 each timeo A more desirable procedure is to write them 
once to permit easy identification of the various complementso 
.1 
b = .1 1 90 _ 5\o0 2 X} = (2 ~ 3) X (2 X 3 X }X 5) -
1 .1 & ~ 4 = = = 2 X 2 540 5 ' 
i_' 2 
= 
2 X 36 
= 
252 
15 - 3 X 5 540 540 
1 1 20 
2? = 3 3 3 = 540 X X 
Vith a little practice much of the writing will pe unneces= 
saryo 
To find the greatest common factor ef two or more num-
bers9 a simple procedure is to take the product of the inter-
section of the sets of prime factorso 
420 ... 2 X 2 X 3 X 5 X 7 ,, 
126 = 3 X 3 X 7 X 2 
330 = 3 X 5 X 2 X 11 
The intersection {2 9 293 9597} A {3939792} n {39592911} 
= {293} 
Therefore~ the goCofo (greatest common factor)= 60 
This procedure is especially pertinent to ratio expres-
sionso For example9 420gl26i330 as ?0i2lg55o AlS09 the 
reduction of fractions 9 126 _ 6 x 21 _ 6 x 7 x 3 _ -2._ o 
420 - 6 X 70 - 6 X 7 X 10 - 10 
Return briefly to the relations of the various sets of 
numberso One can now write Cc W c I c Ro Also 9 note that 
the rationals may be partitioned in a manner similar to the 
integers into a set of positive rationals~ negative rationals 9 
.. 
• 
a.11dt z,er\O o One might think that he has a number available 
whi~h corresponds to eaeh point on the number lineo This 
is not the caseo 
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Consider one more set of numbers called the irrationalso 
The term 08 irrationaP0 represents a set 9 the elements of which 
©am:i.ot 'be represenibed as .a ratio of ·two integers o These num= 
bers arise :in many ways and a f"eit examples are g ~~/77 and 
ff (whi 1i3h is o:nly appro:ir;::tmatiely 3ol«ilH.59)" Notice that6'14 is 
not an i.r0rational since it is just another S;ji"mbol for the 
number two a If. the reade:ic0 ltdll :recall the Pythagorean Theo= 
rem~ (The sum of the squares cm ·the legs of a right triangle 
is equa.1 to the square s0n the hypotem1se o) then 9 this will 
motivate an introduction to a relation between some of the 
:lLr:ratlt1nals aIJLd poi:r1ts on the number line o 
Figo 3=·14 
][.f' the legs of a right triartgle are each or.1e uni·t in 
lengt,h 0 the):n I) ·by the Pyt,hagorean Theorem 0 the area of the 
":'.'I '1 
Square r;)ll °GfJ.tS; hypote:llUSe is tWO ( lee.; + l C- >lal l + 1 ,;,; 2) o 
Therefore 1J the hypoi~e:nu.se must have length~ o Now 'iJ . if a 
segment o.f equal me a.sure is marked on the number l:i.ne ll the 
right=~nd. point co:rresponds to~2- -o Since v2 is irrational$) 
and 10amwt ·tie 1.~eprei:Jlen.ted by a ratio of two integers I) then 9 
none of' t:.b.e set of :r•ationals can correspond to this same 
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poi:radt; o Mathematicians ean. prove that between every two 
rat.ional.s 9 there exists an irrational and I) therefore, there 
are many infinitely many such correspondenceso1 
With the introduction of this new set of numbers, there 
is rw,w a unique rational or irrational which corresponds to 
each point on the number lineo Suppose the set of irra= 
tiir.mala i.s designated by Iro Th.en the union of the sets of 
rati.onals and irrationals gives a new universe i which math= 
ematicia.ns call the real:_ numberso Symbolize the set of 
reals by Re 9 to distinguish it from the set of ra.tionalso 
One may 9 thi9n 9 write R l:f Ir = Re o !t'he set of rationals has 
ordinarily b~en considered adequate for elementary arith-
metic9 but current trends may soon modify thiso In any 
event 9 the set of real numbers are certainly a necessary 
part of the background of an elementary teachero The "l!l.um-
'ber line uo is · frequently ealled the au real number line',) te 
be~.ause of the one=to=one correspondence between the set 
of r'eal numbers and the set of points on the lineo If the 
Cart~sian product of the set of real numbers is taken with 
the set of real numbers (B0 X R6 )1) the result is a unique 9 
or'dered pair of real numbers corresponding to each point in 
the pla.:ne g 
c..--v===::r == 
1 . Norman To Hamilton and Joseph Landin 9 Set Theory9 !t'b.e 
Si~ gf !f'.i_t~et?:£ (Boston 9 1961) 9 ppa ~-2310 
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Figo 3=15 is a model of this concept with a few such corres-
pondences indicatedo The similarity to the x and y axes of 
ordinary algebra is no accident~ because they are identical 
ideaso This is a powerful tool in mathematicso Not only is 
it an excellent visual aid in the study of num.bers 9 but it 
is the very foundation of relations between geometry and 
algebrao Im. short 9 this is basic to the study of analytic 
geometry and 9 yet 9 so direct that it is being introduced in 
grade school textso 
Geometry is now being introduced at all grade levels 
by some of the contemporary programso The language of sets 
is especially pertinent to much o.f this materialo In the 
-introduction to the number line 9 the reader was asked to 
think o.r a line as a set of pointso One can think of the 
intersection of such sets as points or sets o.f points whieh 
are common to lineso A plane is a set of points and, in 
fact 9 space itself is considered the set of all pointso 
Line segments are sets of points and triangles, rectangles~ 
and other poly~ons are defined as unions of line segmentso 
Circles are defined as the locus of all points in a plane 
equidistant from a given pointo Hemce 9 the language of sets 
clarifies and simplifies both number and spatial coneepts 9 
and 9 as was just indicated 9 it unifies the tweo It unifies 
them no~ only by the common core of language 9 but also by 
the ©orrespondences available between sets of points and 
sets of numberso Little difficulty is involved in the shift 
' 
of the eoncepts from sets o! numbers to sets of pointso 
Therefore 9 the topics of geometr7 will not be treated hereo 
There are a number of excellent texts and references on 
geometry available at grade levels 9 ranging from primary 
through the sixth gradeo (A number of these are included 
in the bibliographyo) 
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The solution of problems is sometimes a single answer 9 
other times 9 several answers and 9 at times 9 no solution is 
available& To speak of solution sets~ serves to underline 
these various possibilitieso For example~ the solution set 
to x + 3 n 5 is {2}o The solution set for the set of all 
whole numbers greater than 5 and less than 10 is {6;·7~8 9 9)0 
The solution set for the set of all counting numbers less 
than zero is the empty set 9 ~o 
The discussion of applications in Chapter III is in-
tended primarily as a guideo As the teachers and students 
become proficient in the language and operations 9 then, 
ingenuity and experience will suggest many moreo However 9 
content should not be warped to fit the ideas of setso 
When a better approach is available 9 it should be usede 
Chapter IV will indicate a fewj further applicationsi 
but it is primar:tly intended to show the great utility of 
sets in clarifying some of the patterns and structures 0f 
the. real num'ber system"' 
CHAPTER IV 
PATTERN AND STRUCTURE 
I:'lt1.0h of the fascination of mathematics lies in its 
orderli.Jo.ess 9 symmetr:·y 9 and the simple and complex :patterns 
of its varied systemso The reader may have been intrigued 
by the underlying patterns in the definitions of cardinal 
numbers (Page 12)o Prior knowledge of place value was as= 
sumed 9 and consequently one of the most useful and funda~ 
mental patterns of a numeration system was not discussedo 
Consider the meaning of the five=digit 9 counting num= 
ber ll 9 lllo Each of the digits is the numeral one 9 and yet 
bereause of the concepts of place and base 9 each one has a 
distin~t significanc~o Order the digits from right to lefto 
The fi,rst di.git signifies one set of one element~ the see= 
!'.m.(o. d:.lLgi t indi~ates one set of ten elements;; and the third 
digit denotes one set of ten subsets 9 each of which contains 
·t,eJn !f?Jle.ments (1 x 10 x 10 elements) o The fourth digit indi= 
@ates one set of ten subsets~ ea~h of which is made up of 
ten subset:s 9 and ea@h of these ten subset$ contains ten ele= 
l X 10 X 10 X 10 elements)o 
4? 
A less cumbersome explanation can be made by using ex-
ponential notationo 
Define the symbol bn 9 for n EC, to mean. b 
is to be used as a factor n timeso For example, 
104 = 10 X 10 X 10 X lOo 
This makes the place value pattern obviouso Consider 
the number 3r~?24 9 written in an expanded form~ using ex-
ponentso 3lv724 = (3 x 104 ) + (1 x 103) + (? x 102 ) + 
(2 x 101) * (4 x l)o If more digits are annexed to the left, 
then 9 the set of exponents of ten continues in the familiar 
pattern of the counting numberso The first digit at the 
right 9 however 9 fails to conformo To be consistent, the 
one needs to be replaced by 10° 9 but the previous definition 
0 of exponential uotation is not meaningful hereo Since 10 
has no ~ther meat).ing assigned to it, then, it is just a 
symbol and can be defined in a:ny way one chooses! Hence, 
0 define 10 to be another symbol for oneo Now the pattern 
of exponents from the units position to the left follows 
the pattern of the set of whole numbers in reverse order. 
Does the pattern hold for a decimal such as 3,421.4532?i 
3 9421 gives no difficulty but how about 04532? One way of 
writing this in an exp~ded form is as follows: .4532 = .4 + 
005 + 0003 + 00002 = 4(1/101 ) + 5(1/102) + 3(1/103) + 2(1/104). 
A pattern is apparent~ but 9 if possible 9 an extension of the 
previous set is more desirableo Since the exponents decrease 
from left to right 9 this would require 1/101 = 10=1 , 1/102 = 
=2 10 'i) etco 
Henee 9 define b-n, where band n e C, to 
mean 1/bno 
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Thus 9 3 942104532 ean be written 3(104 ) -tt 4(102 ) + 2(101 ) 
+ 1(10°) + 4(10-1 ) * 5(10-2) + 3(10-3) + 2(10-4)0 'fhis pat-
tern of exponents turns out to be the set of all integers 
with the ordering reversed! 
Next 9 lets explore a choice of a base set (or radix) for 
a numeration systemo The decimal system utilizes base ten, 
but other bases have utilityo Also, the study of bases other 
then ten serves to add interest and to reinforce the under-
standing of the decimal systemo The binary system (base two) 
has the advantage of requiring a set of only two symbols, 
{0 9 1} 9 while the duodecimal syst~m (base twelve) re~uires 
twelve\) {0 9 1 9 2 9 3'i)41)5 9 6/7'il8 9 9 9 X9E}o Twelve, however, has more 
factors than ten or two 9 and a large number can be written 
with fewer digitso Set S below has been partitioned to con-
form to three different bases 9 ten 9 two, and twelveo If b 
0 represents the base chosen 9 thenj b = 1 in every easeo 
t11fr ...,.,Sl!JJ 2 sets of 10 elements 
~ 5 sets of 1 element 
Set S 
Figo 4-1 
2 Sets of 12 1 Set of 
Elements 1 Element 
21twelve 
' ~ 
I 
~ 
t 1 Set of 
i 24 Elements 
I 
I 
Figo 4=2 
1 Set 
of 23 
llOOltwo 
1 Set 
of 1 
Any number which can be represented in the decimal 
system can be ~epresented in other bases by appropriate 
partioning of the set of elementso One needs only under-
stand the pattern of exponents indicated in the diagramo 
0 0 0 b3 b2 b1 boo b=l b=2 b=30 
t112,1l1i2i i 
0 0 
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If' the base is three 9 then 9 the number 1210123 has the value 
(1 X 32) + (2 X 31) + (1 X 30) + (1 X 3=l) + (2 X 3=2 ) 
"" 9 + 6 + 1 + 1/3 + 2/9 
~ 16 5/9 in base teno 
It should be stressed that the previous discussion was 
devoted to a numeration system (or naming of numbers) and not 
a number systemo The study of a number system involves the 
consideration of operations and properties of operations with 
the elements of the systemo (For example 9 the set of whole 
numbers enjoys the commutative property under the operation 
addi.tiono) Also 9 one studies the relative roles of the ele= 
ments and various subsets within the systemo In this way 
the 1:rtr1.:u!tur,e is revealed and the weaknesses and advantages 
are di,st;mreredo An_ attempt was made in Chapter III to moti= 
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vate an extension from the counting numbers to the real num-
berso Each extension was made to find solutions which the 
preceding set did not includeo The mathematician speaks of 
this property of including a solution as "closure under an 
operati,Ollo 11 
The study of the structure is so fundamental that some 
of J.ts terms should be a part of everyone 0 s vocabularyo 
First of all 9 it is necessary to consider a set of elements 
and one or more operationso 
The set of counting numbers 9 C9 enjoys the following 
properties under the operations of addition and multipli= 
cationg 
+ 
closure 
associative 
commutative 
NO IDENTITY 
(io€:09 no zero) 
X 
closure 
associative 
commutative 
(The sum or product of 
any two counting numbers 
is a counting numbero) 
a+ (b + c) =(a+ b) + c 
a X (b Xe)= (a X b) X C 
a+ b = b + a and 
a x b = b x a 
identity element ax l =a= l x a 
(one) 
Multiplication is distributive over additiono ax (b + e) 
- (a X b) + (a X C)o 
The distributive property deserves special emphasis here 
because it has not been mentioned previouslyo When taking 
a multiple of a sum 9 it is sometimes an advantage to distri= 
bute the factor over the addends before taking the sumo For 
e:xample 9 4 x (25 + 16) can be handled mentally with greater 
ease if the four is distributed firsto 
4 X (25 + 16) = (4 X 25) + (4 X 16) 
= 100 + 64 
= 164 
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In contrast 9 the problem 4 x (78 + 22) is best handled 
by first finding the sum and then multiplying by .fouro The 
distributive property is a formal statement of this choice 
of procedureo It should be noted that addition is not dis= 
tributive over multiplicationo 
If the set of whole numbers is considered 9 then 9 the 
number zero is an identity for the operation additiono All 
other properties for multiplication and addition are the 
same as those for the counting numberso 
The set of integers yields additive inverse elementso 
Thus 9 for every number a 9 there is an =a 9 such that a+ 
(=a) = Oo The set of integers has the following properties 
under the binary operations of addition and multiplication: 
+ X 
clrJsure closure (If a and b~ 1 9 then 9 (a + b)'i) 
b) e and (a X I)o 
associative associative a + (b + e) = (a + b) + C and 
a X (b :x c) = (a X: b) X C 
commutative commutative a + b = b + a and a X b -· b X a 
identity identity a + 0 = a and a X 1 = a 
inverses NO INVERSES a + (=a) = 0 
Distributive for 
multiplication over addition a :x (b + e) = (a :x b) +(ax: c) 
The set of rationals has the advantage of having a mul= 
tiplicative inverse available for every element except ~o 
Since the i.ntegers are embedded within the lj'ati9,nals\) then\) 
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the rationals are considered an extension of the set of inte-
gerso 
The set of rationals is said to form a field under the 
binary operations of addition and multiplication because it 
enjoys the following propertiesi 
+ X 
closure closure 
associative associative 
commutative commutati,re 
identity identity 
inverses inv,erses (except zero) 
Distributive for m:ultiplicat.ion 
over addition 
The desire to make possible the operation of finding 
a root (square,root\) cube root~ etco) forces further ex= 
tension of the number system.a The irrationals makes this 
possible for the positive numbers~ but an extension to the 
complex system would be necessary for closure under this 
processo The complex system is rarely introduced until the 
student is ready for a formal course in algebra; therefore 9 
it is not a pertinent topic in this diseussiono 
The real numbers (rationals and irrationals) enjoy all 
of the £ield propertieso Also 9 they have the property of 
completenesso It is sufficient here to say this means that 
there is a one=to=one correspondence between the points on 
the number line and the set of real numberso Each of the 
sets considered has the property of order and the rationals 
and reals have the property of ,vdensen.esso" 
A. set is said to be dense if for every two 
distinct elements 9 there is another element be= 
tween themo 
The integers are not dense since there is no integer 
between any two consecutive integerso 
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If some of the language in this chapter 9 or preceding 
(Cn1.es 'ii :13eem overly demanding to the reader\) it is primarily 
because :i.tt is a f'i.rst i.ntroductiono W'i th only a few excep= 
t:ions 9 the terms are those used in contemporary 9 elementary 
arithmentic textso The terms unpartitionn and neomplementa= 
tionnu ha.Ye not appeared in the texts with which the a.u.thor 
is acquaintedo However 9 these terms have been used profit= 
ably by the author in presentation of similar material to 
elementary teacherso ~athematical rigor has been sacrificed 
to peJc'ni:lLt co:mmuni~a,tiono At the same time~ the author at= 
tempted to a.void statements not consistent with more advanced 
mathemai(;:tcs o 
The x•,,adier will recall that this wri"l;ing is intended to 
gi,we:1 t;h~ conceI:s>iu.ed individual a broad view of the role of 
the lang1.1age and. operat;ions of sets in the elementary ari th= 
m.iet.:L (; prog:ran1 o 
0111ly the co»1petent 9 we.ll=inf ormed teacher can determine 
the appropria't:e time to i.ntroduee these concepts o This time 
wi.11 depend uJ·ion the child Os ma·thematical maturity 9 rather 
than. gi."adei placement and chronol~gical age o Chapter V 9 how= 
ierver\., ilqcludes suggestions based upon the content of current 
CHAPTER V 
EVALUATION 
The purposes of a formal evaluation of this study are 
twofoldo Constructive criticism from qualifiedj impartial 
individuals is essential to assure accuracy and readabilityo 
Secondly, if the material is to serve its intended purpose~ 
there must be evidence that it is appropriate and desirableo 
A great deal of skepticism is expected, and frequently de-
sirable, when a large scale revision of an educational area 
is proposeda Hence, the opinions of experts in the field 
were solicited to assure credence in the studyo 
The author 0 s committee suggested that the opinions come 
from teachers and supervisors of elementary aritllmetic, 
college teachers involved with teacher preparation, mathe-
maticians, and writers of mathematics texts related to the 
studyo An initial list of thirty such individuals was com-
piledo This list was formulated with information from 
college catalQgues, title pages of books, individuals sug-
gested by the author 0 s committee, and persons known by the 
author to be actively engaged in arithmetic eduoationo 
Each individual was contacted by letter requesting 
permission to send the material for evaluationo A postal 
card was included which required only a check to indicate 
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consento 'I'wenty~four people responded .in the affirmative 
' . . 
and were sent the materialo Eighteen of th~ twenty-four 
actually read and completed the eva.luationo 
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A~tual evaluati.on was by means of the questionnaire in 
the appendix of this studyo The questionnaire required re-
sponses according to a scale identifying the degree of agree= 
ment with given statementso Suggestions were added by s9me 
. ' 
respondents for corrections anq. improvementso These were· 
primarily grammatical in nature and whenever possible were 
included in the final presentationo Two obvious errors were 
detectedo One of these was in the original definition of a 
prime number (on page 39) Sfld the other was ;a typing error 
in the expanded form of a number (on page 47}o Both of these 
were correctedo Two individuals (both elementary supervisors 
in the public schools) asked if they could obtain the material 
in quantity in a published formo 
Approximately two m.onths elapsed between the mailing of 
the material and the response of a suff'.ici:ent number of per-
sons to assure some validity to the evaluationo This was 
not unexpectedj especially since these people were all prom-
inent in the field of education and hard-pressed for time in 
their own busy scheduleso Some of the original thirty wrote 
letters indicating their present obligations did not allow 
time to participate in the evaluationo 
The .e:1.ght-een .-who finally respo.nded f·e:3.l into three -ge.n-
eral categoriesi supervisors of elementary teachers~ college 
teachers of mathematics~ and authors of recent books related 
either to "'setsn or the contemporary arithmetic programo 
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There was some overlap in the categories of "authors of texts" 
and "college teachers"o However, where the college teacher 
had written a text') especially appropriate t.o the concerned 
area'j he was categorized as an "author"o 
The writer realizes that the assumption of a utwo val-
ued" logic cannot be completely assumed in a question which 
permits different degrees of opiniono The very design of a 
"scaled answer" is based upon this considerationo However') 
if the reader will arbitrarily agree to scale "disagreement" 
as opposed to "agreement"\) some evaluation of statements 
''unfavorablen to the thesis can be made simultaneously with 
the nfavorable" statementso For example\) agreeing to a state= 
ment such as "The concepts are accurately presented'' seems 
favorable, while nGreater elaboration is neededn seems un= 
favorableo A scaled agreement of 11 2 11 to an "unfavorable" 
statement can'i) then\) be interpreted as indicative of a 
response of "3" favoring the thesiso Hence\) agreement to 
statements 41) 51) 141) 151) 19'j and 20 of the questionnaire\) 
will be interpreted as "unfavorable 11 while agreement to other 
statements are considered 11 favorable 11 o 
Using the approach suggested in the preceding paragraph 
each scaled value of responses to "unfavorable" statements 
can be converted by subtracting the tabulated value :from 
fiveo All other scale values are left unchangedo The con= 
verted response averages for these questions appear in the 
following table: 
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Question Average Response Responses by Category 
Elemo Collo Autho 
4o 4ol 408 3o7 4o0 
5o 3o5 4o4 3o0 3o3 
l4o 408 408 4o7 408 
l5o 206 2o0 3ol 2o3 
190 5o0 5o0 5o0 408 
200 4o3 3.,6 4o4 408 
Incorporating these changes permits computation of an 
average scale value of iuagreementn·over the complete ques-
tionnaireo The arithmetic mean of the "Average.Responsen 
column is 3o7 9 of the "Elementary Te~chers" column is 4ol 9 
the "College Teachersu column is 3o7 9 and the "Authors" is 
3o3o Of the three categories, the "Authors" response 
seemed least. favorable., but 3 o 3 still appears to be an 
·, 
encouragingly high evaluationa 
Responses of Oa2 and 3o0 t~ _the opposing statements 14 
and 15 indicate that the "Elementary Supervisors" felt more 
elaboration would be desirableo Responses of Oo2 and 2o7 to 
the same questions in the nAuthors 11 category agrees with this 
reaetiono The ncollege Teachern ca.tegory 9 however~ responded 
with.Oo3 and Li9 9 implying that they felt the presentation 
was amJ?.Jea All other questions had favorable scale responses 
in the two categories of ''Ele_mentary Supe~:'isorsn and "College 
Teacherstio The.11Authorsif responded to questions 1~ 3., 11 9 12 9 
13 9 and 16 with scale values ranging from 2a3 to 208 (ioeo 9 
the responses varied be.tween "some ae;reement" and "considerable 
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agreement'') o 'While none of these scale values seem partic= 
ularly unfavorable the author wishes to point out that the 
sample size permitted one or ~wo questionnaires to skew the 
mean below "3n in this particular column of these statementso 
Also~ most of these questions are pEfouliarly pertinent to 
the appropriateness and adequacy of presentationo It seems 
reasonable to assume that a college teacher should be well 
informed in this area and the mean response, of' the 11 College 
Teachern category: :to these same ques~ioris ranges from 2 o ~--to 
The 11Elementary Supervisorst1 category responded with 
3o0 to 4o2o Initially~ more elaboration was intended but 
careful consideration of suggestions of teachers modified 
thiso Some potential readers would be discouraged by the 
very bulk of an elaborate presentationo Also~ one of the 
I 
\ 
primary purposes is to present an overview or perspective 
to the role of setso A profusion of examples and detail in 
any one area would hamper the achievement of this aimo 
The respondents who were supervisory elementary teachers 
offered surprisingly hig~ support of the study with a mean 
response of 4olo If this is indicative of the reaction of 
the elementary teacher in general~ the author has realized 
a primary goalo Much of the material has been tried by the 
writer in various workshops with a similar receptiono 
There were of course varied reac.tions to every statement j 
but the overall mean response of 3o7 lends a high degree of 
support to the presentationo 
Although the author did not embark upon this procedure 
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without som~ appreheDJ31on, it seemed appropriateo The mater-
ial was designed to permit the unassisted reader to gain an 
introduction to sets ant should not require additional explan-
ation. 
the tabulated results of the .replies are summarized in 
the table on page 60, and a graphical summar7 of sealed re-
sponses to e.ach question has been added to the questionnaire 
on page ?4. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES 
Responses by 
Cate5ot-z 
Answers Per .. .. 0 i1 ...-1 .ct Scale Number Average <1) ...-1 ~ ...-1 0 Question 0 1 2 3 4 5 Response rz1 0 <11 
1 .. 0 I } 3· ? 4 3 .. 5 4o4 .·. 306 208 
2o 0 0 1 5 9 3 308 4o0 3 .. 7 3o? 
3o 1 1 2 8 5 1 3 .. 0 4 .. 0 2 .. 9 2o3 
4 .. 11 4 0 1 1 1 0 .. 9 0 .. 2 1 .. 3 loO 
5 .. 5 5 4 ·2 2 0 1 .. 5 006 2o0 lo? 
60 0 0 2 2 10 4 3o9 4o2 4 .. 0 3 .. 5 
7 .. 0 0 1 4 ? 6 4 .. 0 406 3o? 3 .. 7 
8 .. 1 0 1 9 6 1 3 .. 2 3o4 3 .. 6 2o7 
9 .. 0 1 0 6 9 2 306 3 .. a 3 .. 7 3o3 
10 .. 1· 0 0 3 11 3 308 308 4ol 3 .. 3 
11 .. l 1 3 5 8 1 3 .. 3 4 .. 0 306 2o3 
12 .. 0 2 1 2 10 3 306 4o2 4o0 2 .. 7 
13 .. 1 0 1 5 6 4 3.,4- 4o0 3o4 2 .. 8 
14. . ll 14 4 0 0 0 0 0,2 0,2 0113 Oo2 
15. 3 3 3 4 2 3 2u4 3e0 lo9 2.7 
16. 0 l 3 6 6 2 3113 4o2 3110 2.s 
17, 0 l 3 7 5 2 3.2 3o4 3.1 3.1 
,,,, 18. 0 0 2 6 7 3 306 4.0 3.7 3.1 
19. 17 l 0 0 0 0 o.o OoO OoO 0.2 
20, 11 4 2 0 l 0 0.7 1.4 006 0.2 
2lo l 0 2 2 9 4 3.7 4.0 4o0 3 .. 0 
22. l 0 2 l 8 6 308 4ii4 4ol 3o0 
230 l 0 l 3 6 7 3.9 4o2 3.9 ;.1 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
The i:ooprovement in mathematics 9 as in eve:iry other area 9 
sh:::rtild be a (.m:ntinu:ing process that never terminates o To 
designate and deline~te a fixed program at any level would 
be a mistakeo There must alway~ be room to try new approaches 
and contento The teacher must have sufficient knowledge and 
freed.om to foster the stude:nts 0 curiosity 9 and to encourage 
the students 0 fas~ination and understanding of the role of 
mathe:mati©so. A broad perspective is desirable to properly 
dj.:rect ·the individual a.s he experiences and dise;overs the 
reaI111 of' mathematics o 
,rn o o o it, is hoped that everyone recognizes good mathemat= 
ics edu1~ation to be a sequential experience o Thus z1 the teach= 
er at aiuy parti©ular le,rel should have an understanding of 
the :mathiema'l~ii;\E~ which will conf'ront the student in subsequent 
cou:it"Sies 9 a.nd as a conseque.nce 9 it is desirable that a teacher 
at a given level be :prepared to teach at least some succeed= 
r, All avenues of investigation of the feundation of ma the= 
ma·ti<;;s ~o:nverge toward set theoryo In a syst;ematic 9 deductive 
1 ivRe©omme:r.idation of the Mathematical Association of Amer= 
i.ca for the Tra.ining of Teachers of Mathematics 9 91 .American · 
.tl_~~JJ~~l£~1 MQnt~ly'i) Volo 67~ Noa 10 (December 1960)"'~ Po 720 
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development of mathematics 9 all constructions radiate out 
from set theory like the spokes of a wheel from a hubo Set 
theoretic concepts are as necessary to mathematical discourse 
today as common nouns are to ordinary discourseo The analogy 
invoked by this remark 9 by the wa:y~ is not a superficial one 
in view of the fact that every common noun defines a seto 912 
The introduetor;y remarks are intended to stress two pointso 
First 9 no fixed boundaries ean or· should be drawn on the role 
of sets in ·the study o:f elementary ari thmetie o Rather 9 limi-
tations should depend on the mathematical maturity of the in-
dividual and whether the language and operations of sets con-
tribute to the concepts being introducedo Although the study 
of set theory 9 divorced from other areas 9 is an interesting 
and important endeavor\) it is not appropriate· to, the elemen= 
ta.ry arithmetic programo Second\) the ideas of sets are~= 
_gygid~ in elementary arithmetico Whether the specific 
te:r.'m itset 11 is used or not when attention is called to a col-
lection 9 then~ the idea is presento It seems only logical 
that i.t ·terminology is available appropriate to the elemen-
.'.tary program and useful throughout the sequential develop= 
ment of a.dva.JO.eed mathema.tics<u then\) it should be usedo 
F«)r the primary grades\) both the term iv set" and the braces 
used to synibolize set appear in some of the current texts o 
Sets are used to aid the student with tngreater than" and "less 
thanli1/ and to strength.en the understanding of numbero At least 
~ . 
~Ir".ring Adler'i) "The Changes Taking Pla.ee. in Mathematics 9 " (Address delivered Ju,ne 19 9 1961 9 at Conference on ~athemat= 
i~s)'" Uo So Office of Edu.cation 9 'Washington 9 Do Co ; 
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one text 9 3 uses the idea of union to define addition and 
subtractiono Texts which introduce the term 11 set 11 in the 
pri,IJ;J.ary seem to avoid II subset o 11 It is perhaps considl:;lred 
too difficult for the studento The students work with sub-
sets throughout the primary program. 9 however 9 ·and the author 
questions its omission from ·the content o At least one text 
. 14 presents the word and idea of intersection at the primary 
levelo The students may well have sufficient experience 
with the concept to grasp this term readily (eogo 9 consider 
the nintersectionli of two roads or the intersection of, the 
set of boys who like foo·tball with the set of those who like 
basketball)o The symbol for union is introduced and used 
exter,:tsively in another text5 written for grades on~ and twoo 
If one surveys contemp~ra.ry texts at various. levels 9 however 9 
it will be found that initial introductioris to these terms 
can be found in intermediate 9 secondary 9 und~rgraduate 9 and 
J 
graduate text bookso This should not be interpreted to mean 
that the terminology is inappropriate to the primary level 9 
but rather 'that the authors are aware that traditional texts 
have not previously included such an introducti~ono 
Hence 9 it appears that the language and operations of 
sets have appropriate uses at every level of mathematicso 
3Patrick Lo Suppes 9 Sets and Numbers~· Grades 1 and 2 (New York 9 1963)0 · ~ ~ 
4Newton Hawley and Patrick Sup~es 9 ~ometE,Z .f2£ ,E~imary 
Grades 9 Book l (San Francisco 9 1961) 9 Po 140 · 
5rbido 
Teachers must make decisions concerning the amount and 
usefulness of sets in a given situationo 
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S,ets have a highly useful roI·e in the introduction of 
the abstract idea · of "number ore ". They off er a me·thod for 
explaining the operations of counting~ addition 9 and mul-
tiplicatiopo Operations with sets have analogies to the 
relations of 11 greater than~ '0 '.'less than~.U n1equal to~ n and 
''equivalent too ti The relations of the set of real numbers 
to its various subsets can be expressed by this languageo 
·The languag,e and operations of sets serve to unify number 
and geometric conceptso Finding common factors and mul= 
tiples are conveniently interpreted by the use of oper= 
ations of setso Place value in numeration can be explained 
by the use of setso Pattern and structure in mathematics 
are more conveniently and precisely discussed by the la:n= 
guage of setso The terminology of sets serv-e to add con= 
tinuity and unification throughout the domain of mathematicso 
The teacher should not attempt to bend the mathematics to 
fit the language 9 but every effort should be made to use 
such tools when they can be of serviceo The power of con= 
siderin.g a set of abstract objects and. the properties under 
a given operation must be stressed again and againo In 
this lies the process of generalization 9 and the methods of 
interpreting other mathematical systems on the basis of 
familiar systemso (For example~ if an individual under= 
stands that the set of counting numbers are commutative 
under addition 9 it should be far less difficult to define 
for him the same property for the rationalso) The lan-
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guage and operations of sets offer a convenient and 
efficient avenue for probing the level of mathematical 
ma~urity of the student without simultaneously isolating 
him from familiar groundo 
A careful survey of contemporary texts reveals that 
some fail to consistently make use of the language and 
operations of sets in situations where they have obvious 
applicationso This weakens the unifying advantages of setso 
Familiarity should increase the powers of simplification 
and clarificationo 
This study and the authoritative opinions of the 
evaluating jury offers support to the author 0 s premise 
that the language and operations of, sets h_ave value in 
the pre.sentation of ~i thmetic at the elementary level o 
The writ-er recommends 9 howeyer 9 that actual classroom 
studies be made to evaluate the immediate and long-range 
resultso Comparisons need to be made betwee,p. traditional 
. ""~~.~ . 
approaches and contemporary approaches to specific topicso 
Longitudinal studies are needed to determine the influence 
such presentations have on success in subsequent st~dieso 
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REQUEST FOR JURY PARTICIPATION 
August 7 9 1963 
(Inside Address) 
Dear 
I am currently doing a study on the role of the 
language and operations of 11 sets" in the elementary 
arithmetic programo This is a part of my thesis to-
ward a degree at Oklahoma State Universityo 
!~~~u,, of Y©U.r pr9mine~ce i~ t~@ !iel~j my 
eo:rm.nitt~@ h~ffl i~ge$ted. th~t I a§k you to e~Dlffle~t on 
what I hav@ w~ttt~n9 th~ ~o:l:!lments will be in the form 
of a check-type questionnairej with space for a:n:y 
suggeS)tions you might care to makeo It will not be 
necessary for you to return any material other than the 
brief questionnaireo The reading consists of approx-
imately fifty-e~ght~ double=spaced pageso 
Would you'please indicate on the enclosed postal 
card whether or not I may have the privilege of sending 
you the materialo 
Yours very truly~ 
Raymond McKellips 
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San Antonioj Texas 
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Curriculum Coordinator 
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Department of Mathematics 
Columbia University 
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Department of Mathematics 
Oklahoma State University 
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Dro Edward Eo Sage 9 Chairman 
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New York University 
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Department of Education 
Bucknell University 
Lewisburg 9 Pennsylvania 
Dro Jack Phelps 
Department of Mathematics 
Southwestern State College 
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Dro Raymond Carpenter 
Department of Mathematics 
Northeastern State College 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
(Graph below scale added aft.er summary of responses was made) 
The following statements pertain to the material on the 
role of sets in the elementary arithmetic programo Please 
indicate by encircling the appropriate number after each 
statement the extent to which you agree with the statement 
according to the following scale: 
0 Disagree 
1 Only slight agreement 
2 Some agreement 
3 Considerable agreement 
4 Highly agree 
5 Very highly agree 
Example: Too great an emphasis is sometimes placed on 
rule memorizationo 
0 1 2 3@5 
This would mean that you highly agree with the.statemento 
lo The presentation would encourage the use of the language 
and operations of sets in teaching arithmetico 8 1 2 3 4 5 
2o The scope is adequate for an initial introductiono 
0 l 2 3 4 5 
3o The material is appropriately written for the elementary 
teachero 
0 l 2 3 4 5 I 
4o More material of greater depth should be includedo 
0 l 2 3 4 5 
5o The author has overestimated the mathematical under-
standing of the elementary teachero 
0 l 2 3 4 5 
60 The ideas are organized in a sufficiently logical 
sequenceo 
7 o The concepts are accurately presented o 1 
0 l 2 3 4 5 
0 l 2 3 4 5 
80 Assuming no prior introduction, the material has enough 
interest to encourage further reading. 
0 l 2 3 4 5 
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9o There is sufficient stress on the use of sets in ad-
vanced studyo 
0 l 2 3 4 5 
I 
lOo The thesis gives a sufficiently broad view of the role 
of sets in arithmetico 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
- - -·- -- . ~- - - -
__ ..,._ - - ···--- ·- ---
llo Enough examples are included to clarify conceptso 
0 1 2 3 4- 5 
l2o The author has shown how sets add unification to arith= 
metico 
0 1 2 3 4- 5 
-- .. -- - - - ---
- - . - --
13 o The thesis indic_ates how sets clarify and simplify 
arithmetico 
14-o The development is too 11wordyot1 
l5o Greater elaboration is neededo 
0 l 2 3 4 5 
-----~ ~ -..-- -- - ·----
. -- -- -- -- - - . 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
• 
0 1 2 3 4....2 
£& 
160 An adequate skeletal outline for an introduction to the 
real number system is includedo 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
_,,_," - -· ~ ' . - -
-- - ·-- ~ - - -
170 The interrelations of the various number systems are 
sufficiently indicated for the proposed audienceo 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
V • 
180 The development has adequate continuityo 
·- -- . - . ~. -
--- --· - ....... . --
0 1 2 i 4~ 
190 The author has applied sets to topics where they are 
not applicableo 
0 1 2 3 4 2 t 
200 The presentation should incorporate greater use of 
symbolismo 
0 l 2 3 4 2 
2lo The use of symbols is adequately defendedo 
0 l 2 ( 4 5 
220 The conclusionf! seem Valido 
0 l 2. 3 4 5 I 
230 The "format" is appropriateo 
0 1 2 rt 4- 5 
' 
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